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Happenings in the month of June to August 2018






Workshop on Regional Oceanic Fisheries Governance, Management and Policy in the WCP Ocean,
12 – 14 June, Suva, Fiji
iFIMS Industry Workshop, 22-23 August, Manila
Signing of MOA between PNG FIA and NFA for PNG MSC Certification Project, 30 August, NFA
MD’s Office, POM
PNG FIA Annual General Meeting, 30 August , Crowne Plaza Hotel, POM
PNG FIA 2017 Financials Audited

Workshop on Regional Oceanic Fisheries Governance, Management and Policy
in the WCP Ocean, 12 – 14 June 2018, Suva, Fiji

FIA Media File: Representative of Pacific Forum Secretariat
formally opening the Workshop

PNG FIA was invited to attend a workshop on Regional
Oceanic Fisheries Governance, Management and Policy in
the Western and Central Pacific Ocean, 12 – 14 June, Suva,
Fiji. The workshop was facilitated by Mr Ian Cartwright.
The
workshop
provided
enhanced
awareness
and
understanding of the network
of
fisheries
management
arrangements in the Pacific,
including national, sub-regional
(PNA)
and
multilateral
(WCPFC; FFA) levels; and
understanding of the work and
policy priorities of the Tuna
Commission
and
FFA,
emphasising the requirement for transparency, and
opportunities for engagement by Pacific Island nationals
including NGOs

FIA Media File: Facilitator of the workshop – Ian Cartwright

It also provided better understanding of the current
status of oceanic fisheries, with an emphasis on the four
key tuna species in the WCPO and associated byproduct and by-catch; appreciation of fisheries
management issues and the importance of maintaining
healthy marine ecosystems, with an emphasis on fish
stocks and habitats.
Participants also undertook some basic training on the
application of Policy Analysis Model Framework for
fisheries policy appraisal.
The workshop also
identified information, training, gaps and other
(capacity) needs of NGOs and CSOs to support
involvement in offshore fisheries policy engagement at
the national and/or regional level and development of
a training plan.
At the end of the workshop, the participants were able
to contribute to the development of a draft CSO
position statement for the CSO delegation to attend
the 14th Session of the WCPFC Scientific Committee
Meeting (SC14) in Busan, Republic of Korea from 8 –
16 Aug 2018.
…………………………………

iFIMS Industry Workshop, 22-23 August, Manila
Following the 2017 Industry iFIMS training workshop, the iFIMS,
in collaboration with NFA and PNAO, organized another
training workshop from 22-23 August 2018. PNA Parties’ VDS
Technical Officers, Industry participants from Taiwan, Korea,
China, Philippines and PNA members participated in the
Training. Friday 24 August was set aside for a one-on-one
session between PNA Parties’ VDS technical officers and industry
participants.
The conveners of the workshop were Mr David Wilkinson of
iFIMS Ltd and David Karis of NFA, while Andrew Trendell of
iFIMS Ltd facilitated the training workshop with various
presentations covering the User Guides for FIMs and iFIMS
concerning the App Setup which can be obtained from
https://www.manula.com/manuals/ifims-com. In the near future
the User Guides will be available directly on iFIMS and
development is currently in progress for this to occur.
The workshop noted PNA/PNAO internal efforts to work with
iFIMS Ltd to update the Parties’ EEZ boundary delimitations in
FIMS and closed areas, where possible, for VDS/NFD purposes.

Amongst other recommendations, the workshop agreed
to continue to have this same workshop annually.

FIA Media File: Patricia Jack of PNA Office

The one-on-one session on Friday 24 August provided
the opportunity for industry operators to seek
clarification on any issues arising, i.e. Assignment of
Arrangements, Count of Fishing Days, Definition of NFD
claims, processing or non-processing of NFD claims.
This also provides the Parties’ VDS Officers to interact
with some operators, whom they’ve been dealing with
over the years.
The training workshop recognized that some of the
highlighted issues will be revisited by VDS Technical
Officers, who decides on next steps (like issue in 3c.ii,
the existing rules are set by Parties and will need to
be brought back to the Parties for their discussions and
decisions.

FIA Media File: Panel Session with WTOP (Hyun Jin) and
VDS Technical Officers

The workshop held a panel session following presentation by
WTOP representative (Hyun Jin) on their experience and
challenges with the application of non-fishing days. This
allowed for free-flowing Q&A discussions where industry
want:
 to develop a better interaction between Parties and
operators;
 request eLogs to be sent from their office (noting the
PNA rules require that eLogs lodged straight from the
vessel through to FIMS;
 train their vessel operators on how to lodge eLogs and
NFD claims accurately;
 ensure that understanding discussed at this workshop
gets back to vessel operators; and,
 concurred with suggestion that PNA port officers to
provide support for lodging eReports when vessel
operators seek assistance.

The iFIMS thanked all those involved in the
arrangements leading up to the Training, thanked the
Frabelle team, the PNAO team, the iFIMS colleagues,
the NFA team, & CLS and most especially all who
participated in the Training and the discussions. The
training was officially closed Friday after one-on-one
sessions.

FIA Media File: Group Photos of Participants attending the
Training Workshop

…………………………………………

PNG MSC Pursuit In Motion, Finally!
Signing of MOA between PNG FIA and NFA for PNG MSC Certification Project, 30 August

FIA Media File: NFA MD John Kasu and PNG FIA Chair/President Sylvester B Pokajam exchanging
copies of the MOA after the signing ceremony at the MD’s office

The prolonged delay by NFA in getting around to accepting
the merits of this resource management and marketing/trade
development measure, was finally accomplished on 30th
August 2018.
John Kasu, Managing Director NFA and Sylvester Pokajam,
President FIA, signed the Memorandum of Agreement (MoA)
between NFA and PNG FIA to formalise the latter as the
client and the former as the support national regulatory
agency in the PNG MSC certification process.
In the immediate phase, the MSC assessment will cover the
PNG licenced purse seine fleet fishing skipjack and yellowfin
fishery, on anchored FADs, drifting FADs and free schools
(unassociated sets) in both national waters (Exclusive Economic
Zone) and the archipelagic waters.

FIA Media File: Signing of MOA between MD Kasu and FIA
Chair/President Pokajam

These assessment scope exceed the units of assessments
and scrutiny under the Pacifical MSC certificate.
In the later phase, global sourcing will be considered
for assessment. Also, in the later phases, plans are in
place to eventually have MSC certification for the
prawn fishery after PNG has successfully attained the
MSC certification for tuna fishery.
PNG FIA has finalised the scope of the assessment with
the selected Conformity Assessment Body (CAB) and
signed the service contract with SCS Global Services.
PNG FIA is in collaboration with NFA technical divisions
to prepare the required documentation required by
SCS Global Services (CAB) to undertake the assessment.
Tentative plan is to have the CAB visit PNG in early
2019, to undertake their site visit and reviews.

FIA Media File: Signing of MOA by PNG FIA
Chair/President Pokajam

PNG FIA Annual General Meeting for 2018

FIA Media File: FIA Members that attended the Annual General Meeting for 2018

The FIA Annual General Meeting was convened on the 30th
of August at Crowne Plaza, Port Moresby.
Significant items of the meeting included;
 Acceptance of the auditor’s report for the 2017
financials.

 Major issues in the beche-de-mer fishery lately.
Existing management committee re-elected back into
office were;


Sylvester Pokajam – President/Chair



Mike McCulley – Deputy (Vice) President

 Update on the status of the rebate scheme policy



Fabian Chow – Treasurer

 Update of the submission for the VDS refund scheme



Donald Papaol – Executive Secretary

 Re-election of management committee

 Update on the signing of MoA between NFA and FIA
for the PNG MSC pursuit.

PNG FIA 2017 Financials Audited
Treasurer, Fabian Chow, presented at the AGM, the FIA
audited accounts for 2017 financial period. He announced
that the audit was finally completed in time just before the
AGM despite experiencing delays with the FIA appointed
auditor, NKA Chartered Accountant, who at the last minute
couldn’t do it.

Treasurer noted that FIA will need to gear up on its
capacity to take on any additional financial responsibility
in the near future, especially the PNG MSC certification.
…………………………………..

FIA was then able to secure the service of Wau
Accountants who despite the short notice was able to
complete and sign off just before the AGM.

For more information on the article, contact the Executive Officer - Jonathan Manieva, on Ph: 3259925
email: manievap8@hotmail.com or the Executive Secretary, Donald Papaol, email: donz.papaol@gmail.com

